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Case SIGNOUT:
Pt JR is a 54yo man with a PMH of HTN and HLD who presented with increasing SOB for 1 week. Initial
exam was significant for O2 sat 90%, bibasilar rales and JVD to mandible. Labs were notable for BNP
>4000, Cr 1.3 (bl 1.0), AST/ALT 50/131. CXR indicated pulmonary edema. Of note, the patient has no
known history of cardiac disease, with a negative stress test performed just 2 years prior. Additionally, his
HTN appears well-controlled. Pt was ruled out for ACS/MI, and diuresis was begun with 20mg IV Lasix
bolus BID, with steady improvement of his SOB. TTE was performed and showed EF of 15% with severe
BiV dysfxn. Cardiology was involved, and the pt underwent LHC/RHC, which showed no suggestion of
ischemic CM. Given that his family history is significant for multiple close relatives with “cardiac
arrhythmias and heart failure”, etiology thought to be familial CM. Cardiac transplant work-up was initiated.
Clinical Question:
What is the best way to diurese a patient who presents with acute decompensated heart failure?
Background:
Acute decompensated heart failure
 Clinical constellation with development of acute dyspnea with pulmonary edema in setting of
elevated left heart filling pressures, usually secondary to LV dysfunction. Of note, dyspnea can
occur without pulmonary edema.
o Other symptoms: tachypnea, wheezing/cardiac asthma, tachycardia, HTN (hypotension
can indicate impending cardiogenic shock), JVD, edema
 Most common cause of hospital admissions for patients >65 yo
 Possible etologies include any cause of LV dysfunction (ischemia, HTN, arrhythmia, valvular
disease, familial CM, alcoholic CM), severe renal disease, anemia
 Other precipitating events: ‘dietary indiscretion’, medication non-adherence, iatrogenic volume
overload, NSAIDs, recently added negative inotropes (BB, non-dihydro CCB)
 Current management strategies
o IV loop diuretics are used in ~90% of patients admitted with heart failure
o Data regarding dosing and administration is lacking  current guidelines are based on
consensus opinion
o Previous smaller studies suggest that high-dose diuresis results in poor outcomes
o Complications include RAAS activation, renal dysfunction, and electrolyte disturbance
Search Strategy:
Database: Medline “diuresis decompensated heart failure” + randomized controlled trial filter (15 results)
Article chosen:
Felker GM, Lee KL, Bull DA, et al. Diuretic strategies in patients with acute decompensated heart
failure. N Engl J Med. 2011;364(9):797-805.
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Group
Population screened.

Inclusion criteria

Exclusion criteria
Treatment group 1
Treatment group 2
Treatment group 3
Treatment group 4

Criteria or definition
All patients who presented within previous 24 hours with ADHF,
diagnosed by presence of at least 1 symptom + 1 sign. Symptoms
included dyspnea, othopnea, edema; signs included rales,
peripheral edema, ascites, PVC on CXR.
The above + history of chronic heart failure + oral loop diuretic
for at least 1 month prior to admission with a dose equivalent to
80mg-240mg of furosemide PO daily. 20mg of torsemide and 1mg
bumetanide were considered equivalent. Thiazides were also
permitted if they had been taken long-term. No specifications were
made regarding inclusion criteria for ejection fraction on
admission.
SBP < 90 mmHg or serum Cr >3.0 or requirement of IV
vasodilators or inotropes (except digoxin)
Pt randomized to bolus every 12 hours
Pt randomized to continuous infusion
Low dose (total IV furosemide dose equal to pt’s total daily oral
loop diuretic dose in furosemide equivalents)
High dose (total daily IV furosemide dose 2.5x the total daily oral
loops diuretic dose in furosemide equivalents)

n
unknown

308

unknown
156
152
151
157

Primary endpoints:
Two co-primary endpoints
1) Primary efficacy end point: patient global assessment of symptoms
-measured with visual-analogue scale
-patients were asked to evaluate how they felt by marking a 10-cm vertical line
-scored from 0 to 100 by measuring in millimeters
-quantified as the AUC of serial assessments from baseline to 72 hours
2) Primary safety endpoint: change in serum Cr from baseline through 72 hours
Secondary endpoints:
1) patient-reported dyspnea (visual-analogue scale)
2) changes in body weight/net fluid loss
3) proportion of patients “free from congestion”  JVP < 8cm + no orthopnea + no/trace edema @ 72 hrs
4) “worsening renal function”  inc in Cr > 0.3 mg/dL at any time from randomization to 72 hrs
5) worsening or persistent heart failure
6) treatment failure
7) changes in biomarker levels at 72 hours, 7 days, discharge, or 60 days
8) composite of total hospital days or dead during 60 days after randomization
Results:
 Are the Results of the Trial Valid?
o Randomized?
 Yes, this trial is prospective, randomized, and double-blinded
 Patients were randomized 1:1:1:1 to low-dose or high-dose and to either IV bolus q12h or
continuous IV infusion furosemide
o Blinding?
 Yes, this trial is prospective, randomized, and double-blinded
 Double-blind double-dummy design was used
 All pts rec’d both IV bolus q12h AND a continuous infusion, one of which was normal
saline and one was furosemide
 Study treatment was continued for up to 72 hours, co-interventions were allowed and
included:



o
o
o

o



At 48 hrs, the physician had the opportunity to adjust strategy based on clinical
response  could increase dose by 50%, keep same strategy, or d/c treatment
and change to open-label oral diuretics
 After 72 hours, all treatment was open-label and at discretion of physician
 Prior treatment remained blinded
All patients accounted for at end?
 Yes, follow-up is complete for all patients to 60 days or to day of death
Intention to treat?
 Yes, all analyses were performed according to intention-to-treat
Groups similar at start of trial?
 Inclusion criteria is quite broad, but ADHF is a clinical diagnosis

Equal treatment of groups?
 Yes, see blinding section above
 Trial was sponsored solely by the NHLBI

Are the Results of the Trial important?
o Size of treatment effect?
 There was no significant difference between groups regarding both co-primary endpoints
(ie, no difference in global assessment of symptoms of patients and change in renal
function between low- and high-dose therapy and between continuous infusion and bolus
administration) in patients with pre-existing heart failure on outpatient PO diuretic
medication
o Precision of the estimate of the effect?
 With a sample of 300 patients, this study has an 88% power to detect 600 point difference
between groups in both the patient global assessment score and a 0.2 mg/dL change in
creatinine; however, the study was not powered to detect statistical significant differences
in clinical events





With the use of two coprimary endpoints, the threshold for significance was p<0.025. For
the secondary endpoints, the traditional p<0.05 was used.
When differences between groups regarding one of the treatment methods were assessed,
the statistical model was designed to adjust for the other factor.
Presence of interaction between the two treatments factors was also tested and controlled
for
 There was no evidence of interaction between mode of administration and the
dosing strategy for both co-primary endpoints

Endpoint
Primary efficacy endpoint
Primary safety endpoint
Primary efficacy endpoint
Primary safety endpoint
Morbidity
Serious adverse events, total
Serious adverse events, total
Ventricular tachycardia
Ventricular tachycardia
Renal failure
Renal failure
Length of stay
Death/readmission/ED visit
Death/readmission/ED visit



Result
Mean AUC: 4236 w bolus; 4373 with infusion
Mean Cr change: 0.050.3 w bolus; 0.070.3 w infusion
Mean AUC: 4430 high-dose; 4171 low-dose
Mean Cr change: 0.040.3 high-dose; 0.080.3 low-dose
Result
38% high-dose; 50% low-dose
44% continuous infusion; 44% bolus
4 cases w continuous infusion; 7 cases with bolus
4 cases w high-dose; 7 cases with low-dose
11 cases w continuous infusion; 8 cases with bolus
7 cases w high-dose; 11 cases with low-dose
5 days across all treatment groups
HR 1.15 w continuous infusion
HR 0.83 w high dose

Significance
p=0.47
p=0.45
p=0.06
p=0.21
Significance
p=0.03
p=0.97
(0.83-1.60)
(0.60-1.16)

Can I apply these results to my patient?
o Comparison of my patient to trial patients.
 My patient had new-onset heart failure, and had not previously been prescribed a diuretic.
He would have been excluded from this study; therefore, this study technically cannot be
applied to his case. Further studies with different patient populations would be helpful.
o All clinically important outcomes were considered.
o Likely benefits outweigh potential harms and cost?
 Given that this article is showing no significant differences in treatment strategies,
patients’ diuresis strategies should likely be chosen on a patient-to-patient basis.

Limitations:
-Co-intervention of physicians after 48 hours was not documented in detail, and we don’t know how often it
occurred. This could have affected the results that were observed after the pre-determined 72-hour period.
-Patient’s assessment of their symptoms is incredibly subjective, and the method used is debatable. This was the one
statistically significant finding.
-The composite endpoint includes ED visit; this could be for any reason, not necessarily heart failure. There were no
specifications for ED diagnosis.
-Again, this study only included patients with pre-existing heart failure already on significant doses of diuretics.
Those with new-onset heart failure and/or diuretic-naïve were not included.
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